Broderie déco et création

da: L’Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350320885

Broderie déco et création

71 pages book in french (but con clear charts and illustrations) by Christel Elbaz with 12 original and elegant models described step-by-step.

Price: € 18.54 (incl. VAT)
Sacs et accessoires d'Anne-Pia

Modello: LIBFR-9782350321639

This book is the 10th one by Anne Pia Godske Rasmussen, who every time offers us a new inspiration. It is about bags, pochettes and wallets. But also little bags for your phone, for your camera, for your makeup, for your computer and so on. Anne- Pia offers you also the chance to create two angels for different uses. The patterns are classified according to their difficulty and they are presented with all the details and instructions.

96 pages in French

Price: € 22.30 (incl. VAT)
Petits rien en liberty

da: L'Inédite

Petits rien en liberty
Mélanie Voituriez proposes you her liberty accessories for women, children and your house. Liberty colors and fabrics for several projects. Let's get fascinated by this charming technique.
83 pages.

Price: € 19.30 (incl. VAT)
Les saisons en patchwork et point de croix

da: L'Inédite

modello: LIBFR-9782350321905

Christiane Malgouris and Delphine Mongrand are friends and share the same passion for threads and fabrics. While Christiane cross-stitches, Delphine explores the techniques of patchwork and appliqué. These two authors have decided to combine their arts which are full of charm and elegance. Clear instructions full of details with pictures which will make it easier to create projects like cushions, plaids, aprons and so on...

Authors: Delphine Mongrand, Christiane Malgouris, Julien Clapot.
71 pages in French.

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)
Souvenirs de Chine à broder

After a year spent in China with her family, Claudine Orsini - Le Coq wishes to share her wonderful memories. In love with embroidery, she uses threads and needles to recall that period. 13 embroidery patterns: a nice stitched buddha, a nice young girl but also some delicious rice and a majestic panda. Clear instructions and real size charts will guide you in this travel.

Author: Claudine Orsini-Le Coq
80 pages.

Price: € 19.00 (incl. VAT)
Broderies au fil de la maison

da: L'Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350321967

Broderies au fil de la maison
This book proposes a lot of embroideries for your house. Each room has its own style thanks to different associations of techniques: patchwork, cardboard, sewing, customization. 21 patterns: for the hall (mat, bag...), the sitting room (vases, doilies...), the kitchen (table set, bread bag, tablecloth...), the bedroom (coat hooks, covers...), the children bedrooms (bed sheets and covers...) and the bathroom (vases etc.)

Authors: Catherine Le Bars, Christel Elbaz, Julien Clapot

119 pages.

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
Les abécédaires de Lucie
da: L'Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350322070

Les abécédaires de Lucie : Patchwork et appliqué brodé
Loyal to patchwork and to embroidered appliqué, Delphine Mongrand works here on the abc theme. Several charts, pictures and instructions will allow appliqué and patchwork lovers to make 18 patterns like a delicate abc panel, some Christmas projects, a déco frame and a monogram frame...
95 pages.

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
Petits riens pour chambre d'enfant

da: L’Inédite

Petits riens pour chambre d'enfant : Couture déco
Mélanie Voituriez, after the success of her Petits riens en Liberty proposes a new book with a lot of sewing projects to decorate babies, boys and girls' bedrooms. Watercolored instructions and a lot of charts for a total of 15 original and wonderful patterns. Be seduced by fabric and color associations which follow the actual fashion and Mélanies' personal style. Read this book as any other déco book!

Author: Mélanie Voituriez. 95 pages.

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
L'atelier d'Eole

da: L'Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350322100

L'atelier d'Eole : Couture, broderie & tricot pour la maison Delphine Pohu, famous stylist proposes a lot of objects for interior designs which will be appreciated by both adults and children. She combines in a perfect way tissues and colors through very clear instructions, detailed info and patterns. She especially unites three thread techniques: sewing, embroidery and knitting. About twenty colorful projects which are fresh and new! 96 pages.

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
130 mini blocs pour quilts
da: L’Inédite

130 mini blocs pour quilts: De délicieux blocs de 7,6 à 12,7 cm pour composer quilts, objets de la maison et accessoires. A guide which collects a lot of wonderful patchwork and appliqué motifs without forgetting the traditional blocks associated to original creations, all in different chapters on different themes. These blocks have been all created for little projects like bags, cushions, internal decorations etc. Each project has its own instructions, assembling tips, advice and motifs guidelines. You will find lots and lots of ideas to make your own quilt become true.

Susan Briscoe is a textile designer and a very famous designer. With a degree in art and design, she has started creating some articles to knit, but only after her travel to Japan (she taught English there) she has started learning the traditional textiles and kimonos and developing her patchwork skills. Now she leads two textiles ateliers and shows her creations in England and all over the world.

127 pages.

Price: € 19.00 (incl. VAT)
Perles et paillettes brodées: Créations à l'aiguille

Author: Carole Magne
63 pages.

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)

Fond of embroidery, Carole Magne has studied this technique and took a degree in an Art Academy. She now teaches in Art schools and she loves sharing her mastery. This guide is a gift for all those who, like her, love sewing and beads. You just need a needle and all your imagination to make some delicate motifs like flowers, animals and letters. Her explanations are all clear and simple for both beginners and experts.

Modello: LIBFR-9782350322148
Motifs autour de l'enfance

By Muriel Revenu.

This book proposes to you the discovery of a wide choice of motifs about childhood. The author suggests to you a lot of techniques to decorate your children room, especially by embroidery and cross-stitch. This book will inspire all who love painting, embroidery, engraving etc.

63 pages.

Price: € 16.00 (incl. VAT)
Couture au jardin

Marie Gourragne proposes 15 projects devoted to garden and gardening. Full of poetry and color, these models are a mixture of several kinds of craft (creative sewing, stitching, crocheting) and create a sort of enchanted world, where you can meet a snail tape meter, a daisy cushion, a crazy carrot and some funny bulbs! Hurry up! Get your needle, thread, scissors and fabric and open up the doors of this magical garden!

By Marie Gourragne
72 pages

Price: € 19.00 (incl. VAT)
Bijoux brodés: perles, fils & rubans

From needle and floss, to beads and ribbons, all with gentleness and talent: this is how Marie Géraud has passed from weaving, to bead embroidery. She likes mixing new and delicate elements, rocaille beads of any shape and size, variegated beads, but floss and ribbons as well, to stitch on felt. Buttons, ceramic embellishments and fabric little balls: these are the main elements of her particular projects! Let yourselves be inspired by them and your fantasy will lead you to unexpected results!

By Marie Géraud

71 pages

Price: € 19.00 (incl. VAT)
Mes indispensables en maille

dà: L'Inédite

Mes indispensables en maille
Tessia Elessa, a specialist pattern maker, and Béatrice Szapiro, fashion stylist, have met in a clothing company, where they used to work together. This book includes a collection of sixteen jersey models, to customize following one’s own tastes and according to the different occasions: a casual evening or a date...
Its pictures give clear step-by-step explanations for all projects, with as clear directions. A number of projects, for a unique and original wardrobe: shirts, skirts, dresses, overall and even a bikini!
By Tessia Elessa and Béatrice Szapiro
80 pages

Price: € 23.00 (incl. VAT)
Poupées chic et choc

da: L’Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350322360

Poupées chic et choc
Sylvie Perricone proposes 20 fabric dolls. Small or big, extravagant or traditional, romantic or irreverent, these dolls will charm you for their originality and elegance. With your needle in hand create Adelaide, Luisa or Vittorina thanks to step-by-step instructions in addiction to many patterns. 95 pages

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Scrap' broderie : votre album de famille sur tissu

Textile scrapbooking is great for your photo album! Follow the various steps, from how to transfer photos to how to add stitched details. After learning the basics of textile scrapbooking, you'll see your pictures in a whole new dimension. Newborns, childhood, weddings, ... these are just a few of the events presented in this guide which will make scrapbooking one of the leitmotifs of your trips down memory lane.

Author: Sophie Le Chat
84 pages

Price: € 20.00 (incl. VAT)
Poupées
da: L’Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350322391

Poupées

Price: € 15.00 (incl. VAT)
Rideaux et stores : Guide pratique pour réussir l'habillage des fenêtres

A complete and practical guide with step by step instructions to creating your curtains. This manual is suited for beginners as well as for experts and proposes professional models for every room of the house. It also teaches you how to adapt the style of your curtains to the shape of your window and to the style of your interiors.

96 pages in French

Author: Wendy Baker

Price: € 16.00 (incl. VAT)
Déco & création en feutrine

da: L'Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350322995

Déco & création en feutrine
Marianne Goarin has been the first one to get inspired by felt for her creations. This book brings together the best of her creativity into useful or decorative objects. Color and softness to make the everyday life more comfortable with pillows, purses and more...
63 pages in French
Author: Marianne Byrne-Goarin

Price: € 14.00 (incl. VAT)
Boîtes aux lettres en feutrine

da: L'Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350322490

Boîtes aux lettres en feutrine
Sylvie Ginestet seduces us with her creative ideas: Making mail boxes in felt adaptable to every situation, different rooms of the house, kids and adults. In these times where communication is disappearing, create your box, to celebrate a birth, to put all sorts of objects related to the person you will give it to. 18 works, useful and poetic.
62 pages in French
Author: Sylvie Ginestet

Price: € 14.50 (incl. VAT)
Hardanger : leçons et modèles

Discover the Hardanger embroidery or increase your knowledges thanks to Frédérique Marfaing's new book! Here are 43 lessons where she transmits with talent the secrets of various stitches, from the simple to the hardest ones, thanks to clear instructions and charts. The technical part is very rich and completed by the presentation of 18 models full of creativity to decorate your house (pillows, tablecloths, samplers..) or for your own pleasure (make-up bags and more..).

175 pages in French
Author: Frédérique Marfaing

Price: € 29.00 (incl. VAT)
**Poupées chiffon**
da: L'Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350322537

Poupées chiffon
A rag doll made with care for you to cherish or to gift. Sweet and soft, this doll will be every child's dream friend. Body is made with pure cotton jersey and stuffed with combed sheepwool. Facial features are light and simple, so to let children's imagination run free. Measures from 40 cm to 45 cm high, as you want adapt it, as well as the clothes. Steps of creation are detailed and well illustrated with many charts and pictures.

Author: Wenche O. Steensen
78 pages in French

**Price: € 16.50** (incl. VAT)
Motifs bord de mer
da: L’Inédite

Motifs bord de mer
This book proposes to you the discovery of a wide choice of motifs about the seashore. Take a regenerating walk by the beach and meet cute little fishies, seashells, beautiful landscapes, children playing in the sand and even a few magical creatures ... a book for all those who love painting, embroidery, engraving etc.

Author: Camille Romanetto
63 pages in French.

Price: € 16.00 (incl. VAT)
Tendres oiseaux

da: L'Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350322544

Tendres oiseaux: 26 projets à coudre, broder & quilter
Create a pretty collection of birds, each one imagined and designed by a different artist. This book shows you 26 unique projects, where you can use different materials and fabrics to stimulate your inspiration. These birds will become decorations or children toys or nice gifts to give out. Perfect for beginners and for recycling fabric scraps!

Author: Susanne Woods
111 pages in French.

Price: € 17.00 (incl. VAT)
Motifs tea time

This book proposes to you the discover of a wide choice of motifs about the theme of tea time. Teapots, small boxes, pastries and cosy furniture take life for a tasty and warm moment... a book for all those who love painting, embroidery, engraving etc.

Author: Camille Romanetto
63 pages in French.

Price: € 16.00 (incl. VAT)
**L'atelier du fil**
da: L'Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350322667

L'atelier du fil : Couture, broderie, appliqué, tricot et perles
This work puts together the best of all creations seen on our collection of Atelier du fil. It reunites talented authors that have made it so successful. You will find creations that are part of the world of knitting, sewing, stitching, appliqué and jewelry. This book will answer to all the various questions of a public that wants to learn different techniques in order to diversify their creative activity in the world of threads. Authors: Julie Kleim, Mélanie Voituriez, Sandrine Kielt-Michaud, Delphine Pohu, Delphine Mongrand, Liliane Petit, Valérie Caterin, Vanessa Ouache, Marie Géraud, Anne Lardy, Claudine Orsini-Le Coq and Marie Gourragne 160 pages in French.

**Price: € 25.00** (incl. VAT)
Ours en peluche : Histoire, anecdotes, fabrication

da: L'Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350322643

Ours en peluche : Histoire, anecdotes, fabrication
Cyriaque L. shows in this book his passion for this particular object that cradles the life of children, and sometimes the one of adults too. For more than 15 years, Cyriaque has made his teddy bears live through his stories, these are the secrets that he unravels here as his passion is undeniable and total. He takes you into taking interest to the history of teddy bears, tells anecdotes and even unusual stories. This says a lot about the really particular and intimate bond that we have with this object. 18 teddy bears designs are explained with paper patterns, accessories and clothes. This way you will have the occasion to make your own classic teddy bear or more modern creation.

Author: Cyriaque L.
166 pages in French

Price: € 29.50 (incl. VAT)
Petits bricolages d'automne pour enfants

da: L'Inédite

Petits bricolages d'automne pour enfants

Sandrina Van Geel, an old student of the Ecole des Arts appliqués et des Métiers d'Art school, is a mosaic professionist and has given for many years now, crafting classes to children. Now, with her experience she suggests you creative activities for the fall to do with your children that involve painting, sculpting, glueing, mosaic and small crafts. 17 adorable, fun, poetical creations that are easy to make to share beautiful moments with your little ones.

61 pages in French

Author: Sandrina Van Geel Neumann

Price: € 14.50 (incl. VAT)
Rock'n roll factory

Julie Oginski is a whirlwind of creativity that swarms with imagination and originality. Here she presents about twenty designs to sew and stitch with a rock'n roll theme. You will discover guitars, tattoos, a voodoo doll pincushion, a punk book cover and much more ... The choice of her fabrics and materials is totally adequate to the theme. A greatly successful book and very accessible to all, thanks to its charts and precise instructions; surely it follows the fashion of the moment. Follow her, she is an amazing talent!

Author: Julie Oginski
94 pages in French

Price: € 22.50 (incl. VAT)
Fabriquez vos jeux en feutrine

Nadia Michot has seduced us with the creativity of her toys to make with the kids to share a wonderful moment together. 15 felt toys that will allow your children to have fun while learning the basics of counting, logics and more. It's beautiful, it's fun and it's easy to do thanks to the detailed instructions and charts.

63 pages in French
Author: Nadia Michot

Price: € 14.50 (incl. VAT)
Nouveaux vêtements de poupées

da: L’Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350322575

Nouveaux vêtements de poupées : Couture et crochet
Get your sewing and crochet needles together for Carole Atzu and her awaited third work! Your dolls will finally have brand new outfits with numerous and adorable accessories (bags, slippers, headbands ...). Théophile and his slippers, Anatole and his tartan waistcoat, Babette and her sundress, Angéline and her flowered blouse ... Instructions are very clear and detailed, basic sewing and crochet techniques are reminded and full-size paper patterns for 30 cm dolls are adaptable to all sizes.

By Carole Atzu
95 pages in French

Price: € 21.00 (incl. VAT)
L'atelier cartonnage de Lilie

Valérie Caterin, multi talented artist, presents her version of cardboard that puts together originality and fun. 17 designs that join the making of boxes and notebooks in different shapes with embroidered appliqué; the final result is perfect, her work is just like in her first book (L'atelier de Lilie), an equivalent of elegance and beauty. Charts and detailed instructions for each model will guide you through, together with a technical notebook.

110 pages in French

Author: Valérie Caterin

Price: € 23.00 (incl. VAT)
L'arche de Noé d'Anne-Pia

Julie Oginski is a whirlwind of creativity that swarms with imagination and originality. Here she presents about twenty designs to sew and stitch with a rock'n roll theme. You will discover guitars, tattoos, a voodoo doll pincushion, a punk book cover and much more ... The choice of her fabrics and materials is totally adequate to the theme. A greatly successful book and very accessible to all, thanks to its charts and precise instructions; surely it follows the fashion of the moment. Follow her, she is an amazing talent!

Author: Anne-Pia Godske Rasmussen

120 pages in French

Price: € 22.50 (incl. VAT)
J'ose coudre... 15 modèles

Jeanne Kolifrat, who has turned her passion for sewing into her job and has worked as a teacher, a costume designer and a fashion designer for Guy Laroche et Agnès b., is proposing 15 models, from European size 36 to 44, in this book. Her professional skills are definitely leading you to success, thanks to her sketches, her detailed, step-by-step directions and the life-size paper patterns. Create 15, super-feminine and well-structured models: trousers, skirts, dresses, blouses, jackets and coats. Just dare! Jeanne is assisting you patiently.

By Jeanne Kolifrat
79 pages in French

Price: € 23.00 (incl. VAT)
Idées couture pour petits rangements

Discover throughout Emanuela's work many ideas to store that inevitable little "bazar" that your bag, workshop or bathroom holds. Create pretty cases, clutches and baskets that bring together sewing, patchwork and/or appliqué. Around fifteen designs to sew, perfectly explained, accompanied by step-by-step pictures that will guide you through each stage. A colorful universe full of charm!

Author: Emanuela Tonioni
96 pages in French

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
Petits riens en cuir
Mélanie Voituriez

Modello: LIBFR-9782350322940

In this work Mélanie Voituriez gives you all the tips to succeed in the making leathered objects: pouch, bag, case, mittens and much more!

96 pages in French

Price: € 23.00 (incl. VAT)
**Créatures rigolotes**

Créatures rigolotes, the latest book by Jane Bull is a collection of original designs and source of inspiration for crafters of all levels. knitted kitties and soft doggies, chicks and mice. These irresistible works, easy to make for the kids too, will make you want to bring out yarns and needles!

Author: Jane Bull  
125 pages in French

**Price: € 16.90** (incl. VAT)
Cartonnage et tissus de charme

da: L'Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350322926

Cartonnage et tissus de charme
Dominique Augagneur offers a range of cardboard works, with pastel-colored fabrics. You will discover original designs, emblem of her limitless creativity! Charts and step-by-step pictures come with each realization. A technical and detailed notebook with pictures invites you to discover or improve yourself in this technique
Author: Dominique Augagneur
88 pages in French

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
Couture - La rentrée des tout-petits

This new work is dedicated to that Back-to-school time! Fifteen designs to make life easier for kids, as well as their teachers: schoolbags, hats, fingerless gloves, overall, apron, lunchboxes and more. Clear instructions, pictures and patterns (3 to 6 years of age) will guide you through the making!

Author: Natacha Seret

95 pages in French

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
Cartonnage vintage
da: L’Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350323251

A new work by Anne Lardy where cardboard combines with fabrics, paper, lace, buttons, imagination and elegance. As usual, originality, elegance and brilliance go hand in hand with Anne throughout all her works.

Tea boxes, party favors, cake stand, dressing table..., discover 15 designs with perfect finishing touches and that all come with clear instructions and step by step pictures.

Author: Anne Lardy

87 pages in French

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
Robes de Poupée pour Les Cheries Corolle

Here are all the secrets to the making of beautiful outfits for the Corolle dolls from the Chérie line! All the patterns go on dolls measuring 33 cm. Technical pages allow beginners to understand and recreate the designs.

Author: Leccia Joelle
125 pages in French

Price: € 22.00 (incl. VAT)
Macramé Bohème

Modello: LIBFR-9782350323428

A book that will inspire you and will let you discover the beautiful art of macramé! Céline will guide you into the creation of lovely pendants with simple knots. Step by step instructions with pictures will make it easy and quick to create these wonderful designs.

Author: Céline Durieux
72 pages in French

Price: € 15.50 (incl. VAT)
Happy tricot

dia: L’Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350323442

Happy tricot 10 tutorials and 10 knitting works to bring some light into your wardrobe! This book gives you a whole new approach to knitting with ten simple lessons that will allow you to create many different and colorful designs! Each lesson comes with a fashionable project: bag, snood, polka-dot mittens and more!

Author: Mary Jane Mucklestone

144 pages in French

Price: € 18.00 (incl. VAT)
9 mois pour tricoter les indispensables de Bébé

da: L’Inédite

Modello: LIBFR-9782350323657

A selection of works suited for all the trimesters of your pregnancy, to knit while waiting for your little one! 20 designs for clothes and accessories such as sleep sack, socks, dresses, jumpers, headbands and more … With easy instructions and step by step pictures to guide you through.

Author: Julie Partie

128 pages in French

Price: € 23.00 (incl. VAT)
Dentelle torchon

Modello: LIBFR-9782350323640

Enter a magical world of lace, with 20 beautiful designs for doilies of all shapes! Inside this work you'll find all the basic stitches to get started as well a wide range of designs and beautiful pictures by Sophie Tramier.

Authors : Martine Piveteau, Mick Fouriscot

92 pages in French

Price: € 29.00 (incl. VAT)